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Abstract
The introduction and development of T cell-based therapies to treat a variety of both hematological and solid tumors
have led to substantial clinical benefits in some patients. In this brief review we introduce the different T cell modalities
used and some of their key features and limitations. Emerging avenues to overcome current bottlenecks are put into
perspective, especially the issues of limited persistence and efficacy that make it challenging to achieve durable clinical
responses in solid tumor indications.

C ell therapies are relatively new therapeutic modalities.
They have come of age largely owing to the ability to ob-
tain and purify cells of various kinds and modify them

using genetic engineering. In one prominent example, CD34-
positive hematopoietic stem cells are being modified to correct
genetic lesions and engrafted to treat certain inherited diseases
such as sickle cell disease and beta thalassemia. In these two ex-
amples, this can be done by providing back the normal beta glo-
bin gene, or by targeting BCL11A to prevent the switch from the
production of fetal hemoglobin to the adult forms. This is the
realm of gene therapy.

At the same time, there has been an increasing understand-
ing of the role of T cells in protection against malignant cells,
and many different types of T cell adoptive transfer therapy
are being developed to treat cancer. Emerging clinical data
point to the promise of this approach, particularly in combina-
tion with checkpoint inhibitors (e.g., antibodies that block the
T cell-inhibitory cell surface proteins PD-1, PD-L1, CTLA-4, or
LAG-3). Checkpoint blockade can elicit clinical responses by im-
proving and sustaining T cell activity.1

In this study, we review the development and utility of four
different approaches to T cell adoptive transfer therapy that
have shown some clinical efficacy in hematopoietic cancers
and are poised to make a considerable impact on the therapy
of solid tumors. We first discuss chimeric antigen receptor
(CAR)-transgenic CAR-T cells and then review T cell receptor
(TCR)-transgenic TCR-T cells, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes
(TILs), and, finally, multi-tumor antigen targeted T cells (MTCs).
CAR-T cells and TCR-T cells are both gene-engineered T cells de-
rived from the blood of either the patient (autologous cells) or
blood donors (allogeneic cells). TILs are derived from tumor bi-
opsies, and MTCs are usually made from the peripheral blood of
patients (Fig. 1).

When thinking about T cell therapies, it is important to reflect
on what is meant by efficacy, persistence, and durability. Efficacy
means the ability to kill tumor cells in the absence of serious side
effects such as cytokine release syndrome. Persistence is defined
as the ability of the T cells that have been introduced into a patient
to ‘‘stick around’’ for at least 2 weeks (preferably much longer) and
home into the tumor, so that they can kill the cells that are malig-
nant and protect the patient for a long time, even from newly gen-
erated tumor cells. Durability means seeing lasting clinical
responses such that any partial responses or complete responses
defined by Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST)
version 1.1 criteria2 are maintained for at least several months.

Genetically Engineered T Cell Therapies
CAR-T and TCR-T cells use genetically engineered transgenic an-
tigen receptors that recognize either surface proteins (CAR-T
cells) or human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-bound peptides (TCR-
T cells) on tumor cells. Because they are usually monoclonal
and only express one engineered antigen receptor, CAR-T and
TCR-T cells recognize a limited antigen space that in the case
of CAR-T cells is even further restricted to surface proteins that
may comprise <15% of antigens in tumors.3,4

CAR-T Cells
CAR-T cells are approved therapies for B cell malignancies in-
cluding non-Hodgkins lymphoma, diffuse large B cell lym-
phoma, as well as CD19-positive acute lymphoblastic
leukemia. The results with CAR-T cells directed to CD19-positive
tumors have been impressive although not without side effects.
The treatments have resulted in long-term remission from these
diseases but often downregulation of the expression of the tar-
get antigen, or in the case of persistent antigen expression,
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exhaustion of the CAR-T cells, or other mechanisms lead to
eventual resistance and relapse.

CAR-T cells are most often engineered by lentivirus transduc-
tion to express an antibody single-chain variable domain (scFv)
fragment or a receptor binding domain as the affinity ligand,
linked to an intracellular signaling domain derived from the
TCR (CD3zeta) and a second costimulatory domain, usually de-
rived from CD28 or 4-1BB (CD137) (see Fig. 2 for the structure
of a typical CAR).5 In contrast to B cell malignancies, there are
very few examples wherein CAR-T cells have led to clinical re-
sponses in solid tumor indications. The most notable exceptions
are clinical remissions of gliomas induced by locoregionally de-
livered CAR-T cells targeting IL-13Ra2 or GD2.6,7

Increasing CAR-T cell persistence and efficacy
There is great interest in further engineering CAR-T cells to in-
crease efficacy and durability especially in the context of treating
solid tumors.5 This includes engineering the CARs, or engineer-
ing the cells to make anti-PD1 antibodies, express cytokines con-
stitutively, and express chemokine receptors such as CCR2 that
attract infused CAR-T cells to tumor-secreted cytokines.8–10 CAR-
T cell exhaustion, identified by the expression of multiple inhib-
itory receptors including PD-1, TIM-3, and LAG-3, is common.5

One reason is tonic signaling by the CAR even without antigen,
especially CARs harboring CD28 signaling domains.

To function optimally, CARs need high-density expression of
the corresponding antigens on a target cell. However, this can

FIG. 1. T cell-based therapeutics for cancer. Most therapies start with peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) obtained from
blood draws or leukapheresis. CAR-T cells are then activated and gene engineered to express a CAR composed of separate tumor binding
and signaling domains. TCR-T cells are gene edited to express monoclonal TCR a and b chains, which then associate with the endogenous
TCR signalosome. To make MTCs, PBMCs are separated into monocytes and T cells. The monocytes are differentiated into DCs that are
treated with libraries of peptides derived from targeted TAAs to present those on their surface. The T cells are added back and TAA-reactive
T cells are expanded and primed by the DCs to become MTCs. Applying recently developed advanced technologies, the T cells can be
enhanced for improved function and expansion in patients by tethering supporting cytokines such as IL-15 or IL-12 to them.46–48 TILs are
generated from fragments of tumor biopsies that are first cultured with high doses of IL-2 to expand tumor-resident T cells that react with
tumor antigens presented in the tumor fragment. Expanding T cells are expanded further and pooled to generate oligoclonal TIL
products.5,23,35,50 CAR, chimeric antigen receptor; DCs, dendritic cells; MTC, multi-tumor antigen targeted T cells; TAA, tumor-associated
antigen; TCR, T cell receptor; TIL, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes. Created with BioRender.com
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further promote exhaustion. Intermittent dampening of CAR sig-
naling through transient exposure to Src kinase inhibitors such
as dasatinib or to inhibitors of the prometabolic kinase Akt
may ameliorate the CAR-T cell exhaustion to some extent and
improve in vivo efficacy.11–13 Limited evidence suggests addi-
tional benefit for CAR-T cell repeat dosing.7 Other approaches
being taken to increase efficacy are mostly engineered solutions
using allogeneic CAR-T cells wherein the endogenous TCR and
CD52, the target of the antibody alemtuzumab, have been de-
leted using CRISPR gene editing.

Alemtuzumab is then used to deplete contaminating wild-
type allogeneic T cells and enrich TCR/CD52 double deficient
CAR-T cells.14 The objective of endogenous TCR deletion is to
prevent the allogeneic CAR-T cells from causing graft-versus-
host disease by reacting with the patient’s normal cells. In addi-
tion, HLA genes may be deleted in allogeneic CAR-T cells to
avoid rejection by the patient’s immune system.

TCR-T Cells
Recent clinical trial updates have reported clinical responses of
sometimes significant duration for TCR-T cells in several tumor
indications, particularly when combined with checkpoint block-
ade.15–22 TCR-T cells express a transgenic TCR (tgTCR) specific for
a targeted antigen epitope in a restricted HLA context (Fig. 2).23

The choice of HLA allele and peptide targeted is rarely derived
de novo. Most currently developed TCR-T cells are directed to
HLA-A*02:01 (a common northern European HLA Class I type) re-
stricted epitopes from a variety of tumor antigens such as
PRAME, NY-ESO, or MAGE-proteins, or to viral antigens such as
the human papillomavirus (HPV)-16 E6 and E7 proteins.15,16,23,24

While CAR-T cells can only recognize cell surface antigens,
TCR-T cells can recognize a much larger antigen space, including
cell surface and intracellular antigens, neoantigens, tumor-
associated antigens (TAAs) and cancer-testis antigens (CTAs),
viral antigens including human endogenous retroviral (HERV)

antigens as well as other antigens derived from noncoding
DNA regions.25 TCR-T cells do not require the high antigen den-
sity required by CAR-T cells and engage the natural TCR signal-
ing machinery.

Increasing TCR-T cell persistence and efficacy
An optimal TCR-T cell expresses a tgTCR targeting an epitope
from an antigen that is selectively and highly expressed by a tar-
geted tumor but not by normal tissue and that has an obligate
tumor-promoting role that makes it difficult for a tumor to
downregulate the expression of that antigen, although other re-
sistance mechanisms can still occur. Many TCR-T cell products
target, therefore, a limited number of TAAs and viral anti-
gens.15,16,23,24 Solid tumors express HLA Class I but little Class
II, and cytotoxicity is the most important T cell feature for imme-
diate antitumor efficacy.

Thus, most TCR-T cell products are cytotoxic CD8 T cells tar-
geting HLA Class I presented epitopes. Because coengagement
of CD4 helper T cells is beneficial for the antitumor immune re-
sponse and CD4 T cells can themselves elicit potent cytotoxicity
to cancer cells, there have been recent approaches including
cotransfecting CD4 T cells with a TCR and CD8 for redirecting
CD4 T cells to the same Class I epitopes.25

Optimizing TCR affinity
The antigen affinity of the tgTCR needs to be tuned to avoid very
low affinity leading to dysfunction or too high an affinity
wherein increased cross-reactivity with untargeted antigens or
alloreactivity with normal tissues cause toxicities. The most
cited example of this is where TCR-T cells whose tgTCR targeted
a peptide derived from MAGE-A3 in the context of HLA-A*01
cross-reacted with a peptide derived from titin on cardiac tissue
and led to the death of two patients. Other examples of cross-
reactivity have been reported.10

FIG. 2. Typical structures of a CAR and a TCR.
(A) CAR.51 More complex CARs engineered for improved CAR-T cell function are in development.5

(B) TCR.23 Created with BioRender.com
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It is important to appreciate that TCRs utilized for generating
TCR-T cells are usually of high affinity and a number of studies
have shown that too high an affinity can also promote
activation-induced cell death (AICD) and/or promote exhaustion
(Fig. 3).26–28 This may well contribute to the limited persistence
and durability of clinical responses seen with current TCR-T cell
products.29

To overcome current limitations, next-generation CAR-T and
TCR-T cells will inevitably require more complex gene editing
with the associated technical and logistic/manufacturing chal-
lenges. This is particularly true for allogeneic T cells, which prom-
ise fast deployable off-the-shelf products but harbor dangers of
alloreactivity due to their endogenous TCR and HLA expression.5

Nonengineered T Cell Therapies
TILs and MTCs employ natural TCRs and are multi- or polyclonal,
respectively. This means that TILs and MTC populations com-
prise multiple different T cells with different TCRs, antigen spe-
cificities, and TCR affinities for those antigens. Their TCRs can
recognize HLA-bound peptides derived from both intracellular
or surface proteins and can, therefore, access a very large anti-
gen space estimated to be >1015 peptide–HLA complexes. TILs
and MTCs are usually derived from the patients themselves
and both types of therapy avoid the alloreactivity concerns of
allogeneic CAR-T and TCR-T cells. They also avoid the challenges
of genetic engineering for manufacturing and safety.

Tumor-Infiltrating Lymphocytes
A recent surge of interest in TIL therapies for cancer has come
about from the seminal work of the Rosenberg group at the

NCI in the 1980s and 1990s. These studies established that lym-
phodepletion before and systemic IL-2 provision after infusion
of TILs are important for efficacy in melanoma.30 Since then,
TILs have been deployed in an increasing number of solid
tumor indications.31 They are usually given at (high) doses of
many billions of cells. Although response rates can be consider-
able (Fig. 4) and some deep and lasting responses have been
reported, response durability is often limited unless TILs are
combined with checkpoint blockade.31–34

Increasing TIL persistence and efficacy
TILs are made from tumor resident T cells in a lengthy and
difficult procedure (Fig. 1).31,35 Many of the T cells used for
TIL generation may already be exhausted which would dimin-
ish their ability to generate an optimal product that persists
after infusion. Recent studies have suggested that it is rare
TIL clones with a CD69�CD39� T memory progenitor cell phe-
notype that are required for efficient tumor cell killing al-
though there may well be other functional phenotypes.36

Persistence increases with a memory/stem cell phenotype
of the T cell product, which also correlates with clinical re-
sponses. TILs are expanded with anti-CD3/IL-2 stimulation that
does not promote memory and might coexpand suppressive
Treg cells.

In TIL therapy, some of the clinical data are difficult to inter-
pret, because the relative contributions of the infused TILs, the
lymphodepletion, IL-2, and a checkpoint blocking antibody
such as pembrolizumab remain unclear. Despite this there are
clearly short-term clinical benefits observed after infusing very
large numbers of expanded TILs derived from the tumor back

FIG. 3. Moderately high TCR affinity for HLA-presented tumor antigen peptides optimizes the function of
therapeutic T cells. Several studies suggest that very low TCR affinity yields low responsiveness, whereas very high affinities promote
AICD, anergy, exhaustion, or autoreactivity with normal tissue. A moderately high affinity is optimal to limit these effects and promote T cell
function and phenotype.27,52 AICD, activation-induced cell death; HLA, human leukocyte antigen.
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to the patient. The specificity of the rare T cell clones that are re-
sponsible for some of the tumor cell killing is not known.

Unless predetermined (as has been done by Creelan et al.34

and for KRAS mutant neoantigen studies in the Rosenberg lab-
oratory37) the antigens, their epitopes and the MHC restriction
of their presentation in most TIL studies undertaken so far are
quite unknown. Moreover, in the few cases studied, there is
no clear correlation between antigen specificity and efficacy.34

Altogether, increasing TIL persistence and efficacy will require
further optimization of TIL phenotypes, content of tumor-
reactive clonotypes, doses, and treatment regimen.

Multiantigen Targeted T Cells
To make MTCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
are first separated into monocytes and T cells (Fig. 1). The mono-
cytes are differentiated into dendritic cells (DCs) that are treated
with libraries of peptides derived from targeted TAAs to present
those on their surface. The T cells are added back and TAA-
reactive T cells are expanded and primed by the DCs to become
MTCs.

In contrast to CAR-T and TCR-T cells, MTCs are multiclonal
rather than polyclonal. One of the advantages of MTCs over
the other T cell modalities is that the T cells can be targeted
to different tumor cells simply by changing the antigens and
epitopes to which the T cells are primed ex vivo. MTCs have
been deployed in a limited number of clinical trials so far and
have shown efficacy with some durable responses in lymphoma
and solid tumor patients.38–42

Increasing MTC persistence and efficacy
Improving MTC efficacy in solid tumor indications will require bet-
ter ways to select the best antigen epitopes and generate prod-
ucts with an optimal phenotype and content of tumor-reactive

T cells. In addition, deployment of methods to monitor the phar-
macokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) of tumor-reactive
clonotypes after infusion into the patient as well as coadministra-
tion of supportive immunomodulators will be needed. The insight
gained can then be used to optimize treatments.

For MTCs, the expectation is that once there are enough of the
right T cells with the right specificity and the right phenotype
(e.g., memory T cells) in the product, then adequate T cell persis-
tence and durable clinical responses will be seen. By their very na-
ture, MTCs will contain TCRs with a spectrum of diverse affinities
for different tumor–antigen peptides presented by antigen-
presenting cells. This can help optimize T cell phenotypes, mem-
ory, and function, and limit detrimental AICD, exhaustion, and
autoreactivity against normal cells (Fig. 3).27 Primary and meta-
static tumors express different levels of antigens and present dif-
ferent peptides in the context of different MHCs. Deploying a
spectrum of TCR affinities is expected to produce maximal re-
sponses even in situations where antigen doses differ topologi-
cally or over time.

Further improving MTC phenotypes, recent advancements in
MTC culture processes have enabled the generation of ‘‘young’’
stem cell memory type T cells that are believed to be responsi-
ble for effective responses and durable protection in cancer.36,43

The manufacturing process is optimized to make large number
of cells from patient apheresis.

It is worth pointing out that an MTC product consists of more
than just CD8 cytotoxic T cells. It also contains tumor antigen-
specific CD4 T cells that provide important help to the CD8 T
cells, and to a lesser degree NK cells that have their own
tumor killing activity, particularly against tumor cells that down-
regulate HLA-I molecules to evade T cell attack—a major resis-
tance mechanism to cancer immunotherapies.39,40,44,45

The peptide priming that is done during MTC generation to
expand and enhance T cells with the requisite tumor antigen

FIG. 4. Clinical dose–response analysis for T cell therapies in solid tumor indications. Using data published or reported
at conferences, the plot shows overall response rates over cell dose for MTC (orange), TILs (yellow), TCR-T cells (green, doses are transduced
cells), and CAR-T cells (brown, doses are transduced cells).15–21,32–34,22,53–55
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specificity enriches T cells whose antigen specificity is known
(Fig. 1). This allows the definition of the expanded T cells
much more effectively than in the case of TILs. There is evidence
from our studies of tumor biopsies that some of the MTCs ex-
panded in the product are found in the patient’s tumor post
infusion (Fig. 5). Consistent with this, a recent study showed
that T cells expanded from PD-1+ peripheral blood lymphocytes
shared increased numbers of clonotypes with tumor-infiltrating
T cells.41 This allows one to monitor both PK and phenotype
evolution such as memory generation or exhaustion of an
MTC product during therapy in both peripheral blood and
tumor biopsies.

It is not possible to do this kind of precise analysis with TIL
therapy because the antigens to which the TILs are directed
are not usually known. Measuring TCR b chain frequencies in
TILs and in biopsies (as is commonly done) only gives informa-
tion about the clonotypes found but not their specificity or reac-
tivity to the cognate antigen.

Applying recently developed advanced technology, T cells
can be further enhanced by attaching supporting cytokines
such as IL-15 or IL-12 to them before infusion, either as a nano-
gel (IL-15)46 or as an immunocytokine harboring a T cell-
targeting antibody moiety (IL-12).47,48 Both modalities are in ac-
tive clinical development (NCT03815682, NCT04762225). IL-15 is
a potent inducer of T cell proliferation, survival, function, and
memory that in contrast to the much explored IL-2 does not pro-
mote immunosuppressive Treg cells.44 Thus, tethered IL-15 is
expected to increase the expansion and persistence of the in-
fused T cells in the tumor, augmenting antitumor efficacy.46

Indeed, prolonged persistence of tumor-reactive clonotypes
has been associated with improved tumor control, as has acqui-
sition of a memory phenotype by those cells.38,45 IL-12 promotes
the function of so-called TH1 T cells, activates NK cells and DCs,
and can repolarize immune-suppressive myeloid cells to make
them more inflammatory.44 Tethering IL-12 to infused T cells

or targeting IL-12 antibody fusions to the tumor microenviron-
ment is expected to reduce systemic exposure and mitigate
its toxicity while augmenting on-target efficacy.44 This helps to
ameliorate the immune suppressive nature of the tumor micro-
environment.

Is It a Numbers Game?
One interpretation of the existing clinical experience in T cell
therapy is that it is a numbers game, that is, the number of
the appropriate (rare?) T cells that are infused is very important
for tumor cell killing and cancer efficacy to be seen. The analysis
of reported overall response rates in relation to administered
cell dose (of transduced cells in the case of CAR-T and TCR-T
cells) suggests that T cell therapies may share relatively similar
dose–response profiles where responses increase above doses
of *1 billion cells (Fig. 4).

In TIL therapy, IL-2 is used to expand the T cells ex vivo.
Unfortunately, IL-2 can induce AICD and probably stimulates
suppressive Treg cells as well, which may inhibit the efficacy of
the product.44 IL-15 does not induce AICD or promote Treg

cells, and tethered cytokines not only help to expand infused
T cells in the patient but also have shown to increase T cell effi-
cacy and persistence without stimulating Treg cells in preclinical
mouse models.44,46–48

In clinical practice today, CAR-T, TCR-T, and TIL therapeutics
are usually only administered once. Reasons for this include
the toxicities of the required lymphodepletion and systemic
IL-2 provision, and required in-patient administration with multi-
day monitoring that is a burden for very sick patients.49 In con-
trast, MTCs can be produced at large enough numbers for
repeated administration dependent on dose size, and MTC
treatment can be provided in an outpatient setting even
when combined with checkpoint inhibitors and mild lymphode-
pletion. A fresh supply of tumor-reactive T cells is expected to

FIG. 5. MTC ex vivo priming enriches tumor-antigen reactive clonotypes that can be found in post-treatment
tumor biopsies. Tetramer-based technology56,57 was used to identify T cell antigen reactivities in a patient apheresate and the resulting
MTC product primed against a combination of peptides derived from the tumor antigens PRAME, WT-1, NY-ESO-1, SSX2, and Survivin. The
same reactivities in tumor biopsies obtained before and after infusion of the product into a patient were assessed in an ongoing Phase 1
study of IL-15 tethered MTC in solid tumor indications (NCT03815682). Left, enrichment of CD4 and CD8 T cell clonotypes reactive to NY-ESO-
1, PRAME, and WT-1 in the product versus apheresate. Right, enrichment of some NY-ESO-1 and PRAME-reactive clonotypes in post- versus
pretreatment tumor biopsies. Some other clonotypes are reduced after treatment.
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help to maintain an effective antitumor response, consistent
with a recently reported benefit of repeat dosing for CAR-T
cell therapy.7

Conclusions and Outlook
The key to T cell therapy will be unlocking the mechanisms of
persistence, durability, and efficacy. It may be possible to engi-
neer desired phenotypes into CAR-T and TCR-T cells, but it is eas-
ier to gene edit the cells than it is to know what specific genes to
engineer or what the result of that engineering will be—largely
owing to a lack of understanding of antitumor T cell biology. In
contrast, any T cell modality can be manipulated externally by
providing cytokines or other immunomodulators either coadmi-
nistered with or tethered to the cells.

Using DCs or artificial antigen-presenting cells to present pep-
tide mixtures to the cells to expand the appropriate T cell clones
will allow (for MTCs) the preparation of highly active specifically
primed T cells of the right phenotype to target the tumor cells
expressing the peptides in the context of the appropriate HLA
alleles.

CAR-T and TCR-T cells are being developed by many compa-
nies. In contrast, MTC and TIL therapies are the province of less
companies (Table 1). To some extent, this reflects the fact that
with the former gene editing methods can be used to try to in-
crease efficacy, durability, and persistence, and to enable rapidly

deployable ‘‘off-the-shelf’’ allogeneic donor-derived products by
deleting endogenous HLA and TCR genes. MTCs and TILs, how-
ever, rely on differential expansion technologies to provide T
cells with the desired antitumor characteristics but harbor the
benefits of polyclonal tumor reactivity and do not require ge-
netic engineering with its associated safety and logistic chal-
lenges.

It is gratifying to see the speed with which all these potential T
cell therapies are moving toward the clinic to become future
products to help cancer patients who often have few options
left open to them. The ability to move T cell therapies to first
or second (rather than last) line therapy may turn out to be
very important as many of the current treatment paradigms
for cancer adversely affect the important functions of the pa-
tient’s endogenous T cells in anticancer immunity.
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Table 1. T cell companies

Company Stage
T cell modality

(+: also develop other modalities) Antigens

Adaptimmune Therapeutics Clin (Ph I) TCR-T, TIL, CAR-T, HiT MAGEA4, AFP, MSLN, PRAME, GSK: NY-ESO-1
Autolus Therapeutics Clin (Ph I/II/Piv) TCR-T, CAR-T Single: CD19, CD22, TRBC1/2, GD2, PSMA, BCMA
Bellicum Pharmaceuticals Clin (Ph I)? TCR-T, CAR-T, CAR-NK PRAME, POU-2AF1
BioNTech Preclin TCR-T, CAR-T, MTC+ TSA, CLDN6, CLDN18.2, >20 Neo-AG
Bluebird Bio Clin (Ph I–III) TCR-T, CAR-T+ Gene Therapy Single: MAGEA4, CD33, BCMA, other
Genentech (Roche) Preclin TCR-T+ Neo-AG
Immatics Clin (Ph-I) TCR-T, MTC, gd-T MTC: 4 TAA/CTA; TCR-T: MAGEA1/4/8, PRAME, COL6A3
Kite Pharma/Gilead Clin (Ph I) TCR-T, CAR-T+ Neo-AG, HPV-16 E7, MAGEA3/A6
Medigene Clin (Ph-I) TCR-T+ PRAME, MAGEA4, NY-ESO-1?
Neogene Therapeutics Preclin TCR-T Neo-AG
PACT Pharma Clin (Ph I) TCR-T Neo-AG
T-Cure Bioscience Clin (Ph I) TCR-T HERV-E, KK-LC-1, NY-ESO-1
T-knife Therapeutics Preclin TCR-T Single: MAGEA1, CTA, NeoAG
TCR2 Therapeutics Clin (Ph-I/II) TRuC TCR-T Single: MSLN, CD19, CD70, GPC3
Tmunity Therapeutics Clin (Ph-I) TCR-T, CAR-T Single. CAR-T: PSMA/CA, TnMUC1, FRa, GPC2,

EGFR&IL13Ra2, FAP, MSLN
TScan Therapeutics Preclin TCR-T *40; PRAME, HPV16, HA-1/2
Zelluna Immunotherapy Preclin Allogeneic TCR-NK
Ziopharm Oncology Clin (Ph-II) TCR-T, CAR-T + Multiple Neo-AG
Achilles Therapeutics Clin (Ph-I) MTC-TIL hybrid Multiple clonal Neo-AG
Iovance Biotherapeutics Clin (Piv) TIL Multiple
Turnstone Biologics Preclin TIL+ Multiple
Allovir Clin (Ph-III) Allogeneic MTC (VST) Multiple viral antigens (12)
Atara Biotherapeutics Clin (Ph-III) MTC, CAR-T Single and multiple. EBV, MSLN, CD19/20/22
Genocea Clin (Ph-I) MTC+ £30 NeoAG
Mana Therapeutics Clin (Ph-I) MTC Multiple: PRAME, WT-1, Survivin, etc.
Marker Therapeutics Clin (Ph-II) MTC+ £5 TAA (Prame, Survivin, NY-ESO-1, MAGE-A4, SSX2)
Repertoire Immune Medicines Clin (Ph-I) MTC+ Multiple, including PRAME, Survivin, WT1, NY-ESO-1, etc.

Listed are companies developing primarily TCR-T cells (green), TIL (yellow) or MTC, or VST (orange), along with their most advanced stage of development,
T cell modalities, and known targeted antigens. For brevity, companies focused solely on CAR-T cell therapeutics have been excluded from this list.

CAR, chimeric antigen receptor; CTA, cancer-testis antigen; HERV, human endogenous retroviral; HPV, human papillomavirus; MTC, multi-tumor antigen
targeted T cell; TAA, tumor-associated antigen; TCR, T cell receptor; TIL, tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes; VST, virus-specific T cells.
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